
Learn How to Pick an Affordable College

Description

You probably didn’t expect an article about how to find an affordable college. To begin with, good
news. Still, according to U.S. News and Reports, after years of going higher, college tuition and fees
for the schools they rank decreased in 2020.

In-state public schools fell by 4%, private schools fell by 5%, and out-of-state public schools fell by 6%.
However, tuition patterns are only one aspect of college affordability.
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When comparing the costs of two or more universities, it is important to evaluate the cost of attendance
and financial assistance opportunities, graduation and job placement rates, student loans, and other
factors. Anyone who has tried to add all of this up to get an actual figure knows that there is no easy
method to get an answer.

Choosing a college is a financial as well as an academic decision. So, while determining affordability or
determining the genuine value of the campus of your dreams can feel intimidating, learning how to
compare institutions and assess affordability is essential.

To assist you, we’ve developed a list of the most important aspects to consider while selecting an
economic institution.

5 Ways to Choose an Affordably Priced College

Compare the Net Price of Schools rather than the Sticker Price.

The sticker price is the huge, terrifying, advertised cost, and it’s the number that everyone talks about.

On the other hand, the net price is what students pay after financial help is deducted. And there’s good
news: the vast majority of students receive some form of financial assistance. According to the College
Board, financial assistance packages for undergrads in 2020 will average around $14,940 and $27,310
for graduates.

Aside from averages, some colleges provide greater financial assistance than others. So, universities
that appear to be more expensive on paper may be less expensive once you receive your financial aid
award letter.

Take, for example, Dartmouth and Cornell. Dartmouth’s annual tuition is $79,283, nearly $5,000 higher
than Cornell’s, which is $73,393. However, based on the average net price, students pay nearly $2,500
less to attend Dartmouth, which gives bigger financial assistance awards than Cornell.

Using a school’s net price calculator displays your out-of-pocket costs while considering the financial
aid you are expected to get at that institution and allows you to compare the true cost of different
schools.

Net calculators are available on each school’s financial assistance page. Regrettably, they are not
completely standardized, and the results are simply estimates. For example, it will specify elements
such as your tax and financial records. Still, it may struggle to appropriately examine aspects such as
merit and talent aid, which are not guaranteed.

Apply to Schools with a High Number of Merit Scholarships

Many colleges and universities provide merit-based scholarships to students with specified grade point
averages, SAT scores, or other academic prerequisites. Some colleges, however, are more liberal with
merit aid than others.
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For example, 95 percent of students at the Vanguard University of Southern California receive
institutional, non-need-based scholarships, whereas 31 percent of students at Drexel University in
Philadelphia receive merit aid.

Enquire with the school’s financial aid office about all of the school’s merit-based aid opportunities, and
make sure you understand the application processes, prerequisites, and deadlines. The FAFSA, CSS
Profile, and several supplementary forms, as well as a personal essay, will very certainly be required.

U.S. News and World Report maintain a list of colleges that provide the greatest merit assistance.

College Affordability Is Influenced by Location

One of the most effective methods to make education more inexpensive is location.

On average, state schools have lower net prices than private schools. Therefore, tuition at a public
school is less expensive than tuition at a private school. Choosing to attend a school in your home
state can also lower tuition costs.

Many states have grants and other aid programs only available to students who live in their state. For
example, Ohio offers a stipend to nursing students who stay in the state, while North Carolina offers a
scholarship to students studying criminal justice in the public school system. Staying in-state can also
help you save money on additional expenses such as long-distance travel and lodging and board,
especially if you live at home.

However, if you live on campus, keep in mind that schools in cities tend to have greater living costs
than institutions in small towns or rural areas.

Be Honest About Your Prestige

It’s difficult not to fall in love with some big-name universities. But, in other ways, are they a good fit for
you? Consider the campus atmosphere, average class size, sports and clubs, accessibility to your
family, and the tools available to assist you in your future profession. The college’s name is significant,
but so is the fact that it is cheap for your family.

“Prestige does not equal valuable life experiences,” writes Harlan Cohen, a New York Times Best
Selling Author. “Take a look at the [public] school graduates. Speak with students who attend these
schools. You will quickly find that at many schools, you can be exceptional, acquire an exceptional
education, and have exceptional prospects.”

According to research released by Psychology Today, prestige isn’t as significant as one may imagine.
They cite research that suggests that a person’s experience with a professor or ability to get a good
internship is more important than attending a public or private college.

Finally, it comes down to picking a reputable school, a curriculum that will allow you to grow and make
professional connections, and a cost structure that you can afford.
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Examine Other College Costs

Weighing school prices entails more than just tuition, fees, room, and board; the true cost of living at
each college should also be compared.

“Talking to a student from the institution you’re considering and inquiring about additional hidden
charges can be beneficial.” Find someone interested in your field. “There could be lab fees, off-campus
housing, membership dues, uniforms, or other unexpected expenses,” Cohen notes.

Students interested in participating in academic, political, athletic, or other extracurricular activities, for
example, will almost certainly encounter costs, which vary by college. The same is true for Greek life,
which can cost anywhere between a few hundred and several thousand dollars each year, depending
on the school.

Cover all of your bases. If you intend to maintain a car on campus, there will be parking costs, gas and
insurance (and the possibility of tickets), and expenses such as coffee, Uber, and going out with
friends. Don’t forget to budget for any excursions back home during the year.

Prepare the groundwork. When feasible, visit each campus and ask a lot of questions. Then, when
itemizing all of the fees associated with your school list, keep the big picture in mind.

Additional Suggestions

Discuss the Affordability of Education. Early

As you prepare to select a college, be aware of who contributes and to what extent. Having a list of
universities spanning the price spectrum, but being realistic about what you can afford, can help you
limit your options when the time comes to choose.

Consider the cost and your ability to repay student loans if necessary, in addition to the academic
curriculum. Keep a spreadsheet that includes your net price, financial aid, and costs, as well as the
things you appreciate about that college.

Here are a few other methods for determining college affordability:

Rates of job placement
Graduation rates after four and six years
Average student loan debt
Each school year, the average financial aid package is awarded.
Locate the Best Loans

Student loans can assist in covering any remaining expenditures that are not covered by other forms of
financial aid such as scholarships and grants.
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According to a College Ave poll performed by Barnes and Noble College InsightsTM, 43 percent of
students used federal loans, and 12 percent obtained financing from private lenders.

Federal loans have lower interest rates and more repayment alternatives than private lender loans if
student loans are required.

If additional cash is required, apply for a private student loan. Again, look for lenders who provide
cheap interest rates and flexible repayment alternatives.
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